
Apple Tree  

(or Bunny and the golden apple) 

A Hand embroidery pattern by Nicole Vos van Avezathe 
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About this pattern 

My favourite Hedgehog ‘fact’ is that according to popular belief In the Middle Ages 

hedgehogs rolled on the ground in grapes or apples and carried the fruit away on their 

quills!  So when I was making this pattern I just had to include a hedgehog. Nowadays 

hedgies use baskets to carry their apples of course. ☺  

This pattern also features a very special apple, a golden one! In classic Greek 

mythology the golden apple is often a symbol for discord but in Norse mythology it is 

usually a source of eternal life for the gods. 

This Apple Tree Embroidery Pattern is a fun project for embroiders of all skill levels. 

There are various ways to embroider (or ‘fill in’) this pattern. You can print the pattern 

and use colouring pencils to design your own colour scheme for this embroidery.  But 

if you would like your embroidery to look like the Apple Tree Embroidery on the front 

of this pattern please read on to find out which stitches and colours I used.  

Hope you will enjoy your Apple Tree pattern! 

Nicole 

Follow the White Bunny 

www.FollowtheWhiteBunny.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Colours & Floss 

Colours used in this embroidery are: 

• DMC Mouline floss no. 165, 321, 472, 603, 676, 680, 777, 801, 807, 3346 and 

3865. 

• DMC Variegated floss no.4100, 115 and 94. 

• DMC Color variations no. 4160. 

• I have also used a  retired DMC floss called ‘Winnie the Pooh Gold (for the 

Golden Apple) which you can substitute by DMC Mouline floss no. 406 for 

example. 

    Number of strands 

Floss can be divided up in 6 strands. For this embroidery  usually  3  strands were 

used and sometimes only 1 strand for details.  

    Stitches  

Stitches used in this embroidery are: back stitch, satin stitch, French knot, cross 

stitch, lazy daisy and the button hole wheel (or blanket stitch pinwheel) and the 

basket weave stitch. For many of these stitches, if not all, video tutorials are available 

on the internet. 

Bunny and Hedgehog, basket and butterfly. 

Bunny: back stitch, 3 strands (dmc 3865). 

Bunny & Hedgehog eye: French knot, 3 strands (dmc 801). 

Bunny inside ear: backstitch, 3 strands (dmc 603). 

Bunny coat: backstitch, 3 strands (dmc 777). 

Hedgehog scarf: back stitch, 3 strands(dmc 807). 

Hedgehog legs and arms: back stitch, 3 strands (dmc 801).  

Basket: outlined with a backstitch 3 strands (dmc 676). 

Basket weave: basket weave stitch, 1 strand (dmc 680). 

Butterfly: backstitch 3 strands (dmc 603). 

 

 



Apple Tree 

Tree leafs: lazy daisy stitch, 3 strands (dmc 94). 

Tree trunk: backstitch, 3 strands (dmc 3346). 

Apples : satin stitch 3 strands (red, dmc 115 and 321), satin stitch 3 strands (golden, 

dmc Winnie the Pooh Gold (retired, can be replaced with dmc 406).  

Dandelion fluff: Blanket Stitch Pinwheel (or Button hole Wheel), 3 strands (dmc 4100 -

pink/orange- and dmc color variations 4160).  

Hills: back stitch, 3 strands  (dmc 472). 

Stitches on hills: 3 strands French knot  (dmc 165 & dmc 94 –dots-) and cross stitch, 

3 strands (dmc  4160 -cross- shapes-). I have used the variegated floss for the French 

knots selectively in this part of the embroidery.  Especially the darker shades of the 

floss  were used alongside the other green (lighter tinted) non variegated floss. 

 

 

 

 

 

 






